Daily Language Review

Grammar

Monday

Irregular verbs are verbs that don’t follow the “-ed” rule. Some are just a little different, like
verbs that end in “y” and the “y” changes to “i” before the “-ed” ending is added. Others take
on some very unusual forms that you just have to remember. F
Use the verb in parentheses to write the correct form of the verb to complete the
sentence.
She ____________________ her bike to her cousin last year. (give)
Proper nouns are names of a person/group, place or thing.

Grammar

Oops, Sam forgot to read over his work. Read the sentence below and fix
capitalization errors.
I remember meeting my kindergarten teacher, ms. salis.
Select and write the vocabulary term that fits the web.
enormous

Vocabulary

encased

magnificent

covered

wrapped

protected

sheathed

eagerly
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Tuesday

Irregular verbs are verbs that don’t follow the “-ed” rule. Some are just a little different, like verbs
that end in “y” and the “y” changes to “i” before the “-ed” ending is added. Others take on some
very unusual forms that you just have to remember. F
Use the verb in parentheses to write the correct form of the verb to complete the
sentence.
Carlos ________________ stuff in for the fourth grade basket. (bring)
Proper nouns are names of a person/group, place or thing.

Grammar

Oops, Julie forgot to read over his work. Read the sentence below and fix capitalization
errors.
My dad’s friend, mike, works at king’s island.

Fill in a word that best completes the sentence. Use the text of each sentence to fill in an
appropriate correct word.
Vocabulary

We had to be careful where we stepped, because ______________________ lurked in places we
least expected.
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Wednesday

Irregular verbs are verbs that don’t follow the “-ed” rule. Some are just a little different, like verbs
that end in “y” and the “y” changes to “i” before the “-ed” ending is added. Others take on some
very unusual forms that you just have to remember. F
Use the verb in parentheses to write the correct form of the verb to complete the
sentence.
Last year, I went to Holiday World and _______________ alot. (swim)
Proper nouns are names of a person/group, place or thing.

Grammar

Oops, Kwan forgot to read over his work. Read the sentences below and fix capitalization
errors.
We went to bob evans for breakfast. when we walked in i could smell the bacon cooking.
Select and write the vocabulary term that fits the web.
curious

Vocabulary

ancient
antique

old-fashioned

convinced
fossil

back in the
day
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Irregular verbs are verbs that don’t follow the “-ed” rule. Some are just a little different, like verbs
that end in “y” and the “y” changes to “i” before the “-ed” ending is added. Others take on some
very unusual forms that you just have to remember. F
Use the verb in parentheses to write the correct form of the verb to complete the
sentence.
Howard ______________ the mini-marathon last May. (run)
Proper nouns are names of a person/group, place or thing.

Grammar

Oops, Pablo forgot to read over his work. Read the sentences below and fix capitalization
errors.
i accidentally left the door open and dudley got out. she was lost for three days, until someone found
and return her on sunday.

Fill in a word that best completes the sentence. Use the text of each sentence to fill in an
appropriate correct word.
Vocabulary

He accomplished his goal when he finally earned ____________________________.

